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A loooong time ago...

BLOCK WARS: SAGA

EPISODE IV

STILL NO HOPE

EXT. SPACE

A small cruiser blasts through space over the yellow planet

of Tatooine.

Behind it the lumbering star destroyer of the galactic

Blockpire.

A volley of laser fire as the small ship gives chase.

INT. REBEL BLOCKADE RUNNER

An explosion rocks the ship as a laser bolt makes contact.

C3P0 and R2D2 make their way down the hall. R2’s beeps are,

as always, subtitled.

C3P0

Ok, we’ve done this before.

R2D2

Several times, in fact.

EXT. SPACE

The star destroyer looms over the tiny ship having caught up

with it. A tractor beam pulls the ship inward.

INT. REBEL BLOCKADE RUNNER

Rebel troops run through the halls, preparing to be boarded.

They arrive at a sealed door. The ship overhead clanks as

they are docked.

The rebels wait in silence for what’s to come.

A BLAST.

The door flies outward, crushing the rebels in its path.

Enter, Darth Vader

(CONTINUED)
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VADER

Look, we’ll be here all day if I

just ring the doorbell, and do you

really want Jim back there holding

a blow torch? I force push the door

in, its as easy as that.

INT. REBEL BLOCKADE RUNNER - DEEPER IN

Princess Leia beckons for R2 to approach. She bends over and

places a disk inside him.

R2D2

That tickles every time.

C3P0 comes in through the back, seeing his friend.

C3P0

R2, we’re really booking it this

time, we need to be on that escape

pod yesterday.

R2D2

Let’s boogie.

EXT. SPACE

The two enter an escape pod. It blasts into space away from

the ship and carries the two droids downward to the desert

planet.

INT. ESCAPE POD

C3P0

Do you know how to fly and escape

pod?

R2D2

Not even remotely.

C3P0

This could be bad.

An alarm starts to beep ominously. Red light begins to

flash.
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INT. REBEL BLOCKADE RUNNER

Vader and his men have captured Princess Leia.

VADER

Report!

TROOPER 1

The death egg plans are not on the

main computer.

VADER

(arcastically)

Darn, if only that were the only

place to hide super weapon plans.

The trooper looks confused.

VADER

Keep looking!

He and his squad rush off, embarrassed.

LEIA

Lord Vader, I should have known,

only you could be so bold.

VADER

Me? Bold? I’m not the one running

halfway across the galaxy with

stolen death egg plans while I’m

right behind you. Or did we all

just forget about Rouge One?

LEIA

I don’t know what you’re talking

about, we’re on a diplomatic

mission.

VADER

You’re apart of the rebel alliance

and a traitor!

He pauses.

VADER

Get outta heeere!

The remaining stormtroopers take her away. An officer

approaches.

(CONTINUED)
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COMMANDER

Lord Vader, we’ve found that an

escape pod was jettisoned during

our attack but no life forms were

aboard.

VADER

(sarcastically)

Man, it’s almost like you could put

stuff on escape pods other than

people... I dunno... super weapon

plans, perhaps?

The officer pauses, embarrassed.

COMMANDER

We’ll go check the planet, sir.

VADER

Yeah, go do that.

EXT. TATOOINE

The twin suns swelter over the two droids as they make their

way across the desert.

C3P0

Oh my god, it’s so hot! Why was I

programmed to feel heat?

R2 veers off as C3P0 is talking to himself.

C3P0

It’s all father’s fault. Built me

all wrong, custom parts, probably

installed Linux, the bastard...

He notices R2 is gone.

C3P0

R2? R2? Where’d you go?

The jawa sand crawler moves slowly in the distance.

C3P0

Maybe I can find help at the giant

rhombus.
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EXT. TATOOINE - CANYON

R2 has taken what he thought to be a shortcut but is now

lost.

R2D2

C3P0? Hello?

He rolls slowly inward. A rustle is heard behind him.

R2D2

C3P0? Is that you?

Suddenly, jawas burst out from behind rocks and blast R2D2

with a stun gun. He falls over flat. The jawas pick him up

and carry him to their sandcrawler.

INT. JAWA SANDCRAWLER

The sandcrawler is full of misfit droids. R2 lands in a heap

of junk and looks around. Next to him is C3P0.

C3P0

Well, at least I’m not the only

droid on Tatooine who ignored the

stranger-danger rule.

R2D2

Shut it.

EXT. TATOOINE - CRASH SITE

Stormtroopers comb the desert looking for the missing death

egg plans.

One trooper yells to his officer.

TROOPER 1

Someone was in the pod, the tracks

go off in this direction.

A second trooper pops his head up, holding a small ring.

TROOPER 2

Look, sir, droids.

TROOPER 3

That is literally debris from the

escape pod.

(CONTINUED)
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TROOPER 2

What?

TROOPER 3

We’ve got humanoid prints next to

treads, it’s obviously a protocol

droid and an astromech.

TROOPER 2

So what’s this?

TROOPER 3

That’s garbage. It’s a good try,

Tim, but no dice today.

TROOPER 2

Awww.

EXT. TATOOINE - LARS HOMESTEAD

Luke Skywalker is leaving his aunt and uncle’s house to go

haggle for droids. His aunt calls for him.

BERU

Luke! Luuke!

LUKE

Yeah aunt Beru?

BERU

Tell Owen if he get’s a pleasure

bot make sure that it has

progressive ideology.

LUKE

(unsure)

Uh, okay Beru.

EXT. TATOOINE - IN FRONT OF SANDCRAWLER

Owen is in a staring contest with C3P0.

OWEN

So you speak, like, everything?

C3P0

Fluent in over 60,000 languages.

OWEN

Amazing. I don’t need you.

He looks to the jawa.

(CONTINUED)
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OWEN

(points to R2)

How about that little blue one over

there? What does he speak?

C3P0

Mostly just bitch.

OWEN

(laughs)

Ohh, ok you’re funny, maybe I’ll

find some use for you afterall.

What are your thoughts on

polyamourus relationships?

C3P0

What?

OWEN

Nevermind, we can make it work,

Luke, take these droids back to the

garage to get cleaned up.

LUKE

Sure Owen, but I gotta ask, is

this, like, a slavery allegory?

OWEN

Sure it is, Luke, just call me

Space Lincoln, now get these droids

cleaned up!

INT. GARAGE

Luke cleans up the droids the best he can, C3P0 is getting

an oil bath.

C3P0

Father never bathed me like this.

It’s been decades since I’ve been

cleaned.

LUKE

That’s quite a long time to not

clean a droid, who was your father?

C3P0

You wouldn’t know him.

LUKE

So you two have seen a lot of

action?

(CONTINUED)
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R2D2

No, I’ve hit a dry spell myself.

C3P0

We’re spies on a mission for the

rebel alliance.

LUKE

The rebel alliance? That’s awesome-

I’d give anything to get off of

this rock.

R2D2

I’d give anything to get my rock

off. If I had rocks.

LUKE

Well there’s something jammed up

inside you little guy, maybe if I

just-

He’s cut off, suddenly before them is the hologram of

Princess Leia.

LEIA

Help me Obi-wan Kenobi, you’re my

only hope... how do I turn it off?

This button? I hit this-

He’s stunned.

LUKE

Hey who’s she? She’s really hot,

like smoking hot.

C3P0

Wait... what did you say your name

was?

LUKE

I’m Luke Skywalker.

C3P0

Skywalker?! Ha. Ha ha. Ha ha ha ha!

Well I know one thing for sure, she

is defintely not your sister and

you should persue this.

LUKE

Obi-wan Kenobi? Hmm, I wonder if

she means Old Ben Kenobi out in the

dune sea... or Chuck Kenobi, the

dentist. Or Larry Kenobi, he sells

drugs.

(CONTINUED)
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R2D2

I swear to the force if this

redneck don’t stop rambling about

these hick town people...

C3P0

Listen, Luke, I’ve met Obi-wan

Kenobi, he’s an old aquantince of

R2 and I.

LUKE

Oh well then I should take you to

him, he’ll know what to do!

Luke runs off to grab his landspeeder.

C3P0

The boy isn’t bright, but he’s my

brother, and he has just as much a

stake in destroying father as I do.

EXT. TATOOINE

Luke’s speeder races across the desert as they head for

Obi-wan’s hut. Suddenly up ahead are some bantha.

LUKE

Oh no, bantha.

C3P0

Bantha? What’s a bantha?

R2D2

It’s a fruity soda.

Luke gets out to survey.

LUKE

Uhg, it’s blocking the path but I

don’t see any sand people around-

Out of nowhere a sand person descends upon the trio and

attempts to scare them, knocking Luke to the ground.

In the distance a stange noise echoes across the canyons. A

cloaked figure approaches.

The sandpeople flee in terror of this new person.

OBI-WAN

(to R2)

Hello there.

(CONTINUED)
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R2D2

Ahhhh, he’s still got it!

OBI-WAN

It’s good to see you R2, and C3P0,

my goodness it’s been ages.

LUKE

Ben! So you do know these droids!

OBI-WAN

Luke, what are you doing out here

in the wastelands?

LUKE

We were trying to get to your hut.

I’ve got a message from some

princess, she’s looking for an

Obi-wan.

OBI-WAN

Obi-wan, now that’s a name I

haven’t heard in a long time...

LUKE

How long?

OBI-WAN

At least a few days, it gets very

lonely in the desert. Come! We

should head back to my place, the

sandpeople are wicked good shots,

I’ve seen them fuck up a podracer

to here and back.

INT. OBI-WAN’S HUT

LUKE

My father wasn’t some one-armed,

whiney tween, he was a navigator on

a spice freighter.

OBI-WAN

Ah good, your uncle has kept the

family secret.

LUKE

What secret?

OBI-WAN

Exactly. Here, your father would

have wanted you to have this when

you were old enough.

(CONTINUED)
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Obi-wan gets up and grabs something from a chest.

OBI-WAN

It was your father’s lightsaber.

This lightsaber has been used for

many, many murders. Now it is your

turn.

C3P0

How come I don’t get anything from

father?

OBI-WAN

You inherited his sassiness.

C3P0

Fair enough.

OBI-WAN

So, little one, what message do you

have for me?

R2 spits out the reccording.

LEIA

General Kenobi, years ago you

served my father during the Clone

Wars- the Gennedy Tartakovsky Clone

Wars. Now he begs you to help him

with his struggle against the

Blockpire. Unfortuently Vader and

his goons have swarmed my ship so I

gave the plans to R2D2 because he’s

always good for a laugh. Please,

bring the plans back to Alderaan.

Help me Obi-wan Kenobi, you’re my

only hope... how do I turn it off?

This button? I hit this-

Obi-wan pauses and takes it in.

OBI-WAN

You must learn the ways of the

force if you’re to come with me to

Alderaan.

LUKE

Is that something that can be

taught in a day?

OBI-WAN

Eh, I’m old and shitty now so I’m

winging it anyway.
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INT. DEATH EGG - CONFERENCE ROOM

An assortment of high command, generals and officers, all

are seated around a table on the death egg. They’re

squabbling about something as Vader walks in.

GENERAL

This battlestation is now fully

operational. It can withsatand any

attack. It is impenetrable.

GENERAL 2

Except for, you know, the anus.

VADER

I’m sorry, the anus?

GENERAL

Perfectly within simulation, my

lord.

VADER

The... anus?

GENERAL 2

Yeah, death egg’s got an anus.

GENERAL

It’s a small ventilation shaft,

maybe 2 meters wide, no bigger than

a womp rat.

VADER

I dunno, I’ve seen some pretty big

womp rats in my time. The ship is

big, General, I’ll give you that,

but if it’s got an anus then we

should plug it.

GENERAL 2

Operation Constepation is underway,

sir.

VADER

Good. Meating ajourned then.

They all pause for a beat.

VADER

I feel like I’ supposed to be force

choking one of you.

(CONTINUED)
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GENERAL

This is the special special

edition, sir.

VADER

Ah, got it, somebody has to shoot

me first.

EXT. TATOOINE - CLIFFSIDE

Luke, Obi-wan, and the droids all approach.

OBI-WAN

Mos Eisley Spaceport. You will

never find a more wretched hive of

scum and villainy, and over there

they have the best fucking hot

wings.

EXT. TATOOINE - MOS EISLEY

The group ride up in Luke’s land speeder and are approached

by some sandtroopers.

TROOPER 1

How long have you had these droids?

LUKE

Technically my whole life, the

proticol droid is my brother.

The trooper looks at Luke, then C3P0 but is confused.

TROOPER 1

Let me see your identification.

OBI-WAN

You don’t want to sell me

deathsticks.

TROOPER 1

I don’t want to sell you

deathsticks.

OBI-WAN

You want to go home and rethink

your life.

TROOPER 1

I want to go home and rethink my

life.

(CONTINUED)
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The trooper walks away as Luke speeds off.

LUKE

Death sticks?

OBI-WAN

So, confession, I’m not very good

at jedi mind tricks and I only

really know the one. It has only

been situationally useful once.

INT. CANTINA

Music blares as the group wander into the cantina looking

for transport.

LUKE

What about that guy?

OBI-WAN

Eh, he looks like the wolf man.

LUKE

What about him?

OBI-WAN

That’s literally satan. Satan is at

the bar tonight.

He spots Chewbacca.

OBI-WAN

Oh my god, look it’s Yoda’s wookie

friend, what are the chances- will

of the force I guess. Let’s go say

hi!

They approach the table that Chewie is sitting.

OBI-WAN

Hello there.

CHEWBACCA

*roars*

HAN

Han Solo, captain of the millenium

falcon.

OBI-WAN

Why yes, we’re looking for

transport.

(CONTINUED)
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HAN

Whats the cargo?

OBI-WAN

Myself, the boy, two droids. And no

questions asked.

HAN

I don’t do the whole concubine

thing.

OBI-WAN

We’re trying to outrun the law,

we’re illegal space wizards.

Han looks confused.

HAN

Yeah that sounds kinky enough for

me, I’m in. Let’s load up.

EXT. TATOOINE - MOS EISLEY

As they leave Obi-wan takes Luke aside.

OBI-WAN

You’ll have to sell your speeder so

we can pay for the trip.

LUKE

That’s ok, I’m never coming back to

this planet again except probably

at least once more in an elaborate

Jabba the Hutt scheme.

INT. DEATH EGG - BRIDGE

GRAND MOFF TARKIN

Lord Vader, the princess’

resistance to the mind probe is

considerable. If I didn’t know any

better, I’d say she was a Jedi.

VADER

Ha! Nah, I murded them all in cold

blood. What are you suggesting

then, Moffy?

GRAND MOFF TARKIN

Perhaps, an alternative form of

persuassion?

(CONTINUED)
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VADER

... seduction?

GRAND MOFF TARKIN

Let’s blow up her planet with the

death egg.

VADER

Ah, yes, better plan! Set your

course for Alderaan!

EXT. TATOOINE - HANGAR BAY

Luke, Obi-wan, and the droids meet Han in the hangar bay to

see the falcon for the first time.

LUKE

What a fine peice of craftmanship.

HAN

Hey now, she’ll make point five

beyond- oh. Wait you like it?

LUKE

I was compelled to complain about

the shoddy design but then I

remembered you were doing us a

favor for money and not the

kindness of your heart and could

rescind the offer at any time so I

figured I’d be polite.

HAN

How refreshing!

Suddenly troopers swarm the hangar.

TROOPER 1

Hey! Those look like the droids

we’re lookign for! Blast em!

They start firing.

The group all boards the ship quickly. The falcon takes off

and heads toward the sky.
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EXT. SPACE

The pirate ship blasts off into space.

INT. FALCON COCKPIT

Han pushes on a level at the control panel and the stars

around them begin to bleed as the ship launches itself into

hyperspace.

INT. DEATH EGG - BRIDGE

A general aproaches Vader and Tarkin.

GENERAL

We’ve enterd the Alderaan system,

sir.

Leia is broght forward.

LEIA

Ah, Grand Moff Tarkin, I should

have expected to find you holding

Vader’s leash.

VADER

Just because I wear black leather

people think I’m into that.

LEIA

I recognized your foul stench when

I was brought aboard.

Vader lets a fart squeak out.

VADER

Oop.

GRAND MOFF TARKIN

So tell me, princess, where are

your friends located? Where is the

rebel base?

LEIA

I’ll never tell you.

GRAND MOFF TARKIN

Then perhaps I shall test this

battlestation on your home planet

of Alderaan!

(CONTINUED)
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LEIA

No! Alderaan is a peacful planet,

we have no weapons!

VADER

None? How do you defend yourself if

needed?

LEIA

We, uh-

VADER

Oh this is good, Tarkin, blow it

up, I want to wipe Jimmy Schmits

smug face off this galaxy.

Tarkin pushes a large red button, the death egg laser fires,

blowing up the planet instantly.

VADER

That’s for the West Wing.

INT. FALCON

Luke trains with a small floating droid.

LUKE

Amazing you just had this little

Jedi training droid, Han.

HAN

I may or may not have raided a few

Jedi temples in my time.

OBI-WAN

Those are sacred...

HAN

And full of old trinkets that sell

well!

Obi-wan suddenly clutches his chest.

LUKE

What’s wrong?

OBI-WAN

Either a whole bunch of people just

died or I’ve got wicked heartburn.

A small red light flashes on Han’s console.

(CONTINUED)
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HAN

Looks like we’re coming up on the

Alderaan system.

He steps into the cokcpit and the rest follow.

INT. FALCON COCKPIT

The ship emerges from hyperspace, but there is no planet.

HAN

Well that’s funny.

OBI-WAN

Yeah?

HAN

No Alderaan in sight.

OBI-WAN

Gone, huh?

HAN

Yup. Well, guess we gotta go back.

Suddenly the ship rumbles.

HAN

What was that?

OBI-WAN

We’re caught in a tractor beam!

HAN

Tractor beam from what? That small

moon over there?

OBI-WAN

That’s.... not actually a celestial

body that orbits a planet.

HAN

Next time just say small moon.

EXT. DEATH EGG

The ship is pulled toward the massive hangar of the death

egg.
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INT. DEATH EGG - HANGAR

The falcon is forced to land. Troopers all begin to board

and search it.

TROOPER 1

(inside the falcon)

Boy, sure do hope there isn’t

anyone in here trying to conk me

out and take my armor as a disguse!

TROOPER 2

(in falcon)

Why do you say that every time we

entere a boarded ship?

TROOPER 1

I dunno, sounds right I guess-

He is whacked over the head. Han and Luke emerge the falcon

in stormtrooper gear.

LUKE

Alright, there’s a good chance that

this is the place they’re holding

the princess.

HAN

What princess?

LUKE

She’s the one who gave us the

secret mission, keep up Han.

HAN

Secret mission?

OBI-WAN

You boys head down to the detention

block, I’ll go fuss out the tractor

beam so we can escape. Droids, you

stay with the ship and keep it

company.

C3P0

What a daring mission.

R2D2

I’m enthralled.

LUKE

Ok, but you have to promise me this

isn’t your marytr moment.

(CONTINUED)
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OBI-WAN

I have lived longer than I intended

to Luke, I can make no promises.

INT. DEATH EGG - DETENTION BLOCK

Han, Luke and Chewie make their way down to the detention

blocks.

HAN

So this pricess, is she hot?

LUKE

She’s pretty hot and I’ve been

informed is totally not my sister.

HAN

That’s an oddly specific thing to

be informed about.

LUKE

Here!

He comes across a door that has "Leia" written in crayon on

it.

He opens the door. Inside is Leia.

LEIA

Aren’t you a little short to be a

strom trooper?

LUKE

Everyone we know is exactly the

same height how have you not

noticed this yet.

He takes off his helmet.

LUKE

I’m Luke Skywalker, I’m here to

rescue you, I’ve got your droids!

LEIA

The droids with the super weapon

plans hidden inside?

LUKE

Yeah!

(CONTINUED)
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LEIA

And you... brought them to the

super weapon?

LUKE

Well yeah, I... oh no I’m seeing

what you’re saying, that was a

stupid move.

Han rushes by the door.

HAN

Kid, no time! We’ve got company!

Troopers are stroming the cell blocks. Luke and Leia flee.

HAN

We gotta get out of here!

LEIA

Here, gimme your gun!

She blasts open a small grate on the wall and they all rush

down.

INT. DEATH EGG - GARBAGE COMPACTOR

They are surrounded by water and garbage.

HAN

Aw, man, Luke when I signed up for

this job I didn’t think I’d have to

get wet, I didn’t dress

accordingly.

LUKE

Do you get warned on other

occasions to wear clothes to get

wet in?

HAN

I, uh...

LEIA

Do you check the forecast for rain

and instead of an umbrella you put

on special underwear?

A blockhead dressed as Lord Tony breifly surfaces then goes

back under,

(CONTINUED)
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LEIA

Oh, what a vile creature.

Suddenly the walls start to close in.

LUKE

Oh great, I didn’t wear my getting

crushed shirt.

HAN

Oh shut up!

INT. DEATH EGG - OUTSIDE GARBAGE COMPACTOR

The door is suddenly burst open, a little water and garbage

spilling out as the group collapses.

HAN

Whew, that was close.

LEIA

Good thing we wore our break down

the door pants.

HAN

Alright! I get it!

Everyone laughs.

INT. DEATH EGG - CONFERENCE ROOM

Vader and Tarkin are monitoring some security screens.

Suddenly, he sees Obi-wan.

We flashback to Mustafar breifly as we hear Anakin

Skywalker’s screams.

VADER

I must kill him.

INT. DEATH EGG - TRACTOR BEAM CONTROLS

Obi-wan finds the controls for the tractor beam and begins

turning them off.

He sees a switch that says "hot water tank" vader’s

bathroom" and turns that off while chuckling, then leaves.
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INT. DEATH EGG - HALLWAY

Obi-wan makes his way out from the tractor beam room but is

stopped by Vader.

OBI-WAN

The last time we fought... it was

pretty cool.

VADER

You did a kickass flip.

OBI-WAN

Hey, sorry you got burned. I meant

to check in but I figured you’d

died.

VADER

I must end you.

They begin to fight.

INT. DEATH EGG - HANGAR

Luke and the gang have made their way back to the falcon,

but are surpirsed to see Obi-wan fighting Vader.

A few stomtroopers have set up chairs and are eating

popcorn.

INT. DEATH EGG - HALLWAY

OBI-WAN

If you strike me down, I shall

become a disembodied voice in

Luke’s head who gives him vauge

advice.

VADER

I feel like you worded that wrong.

Vader swings, taking Obi-wan down. Luke, onlooking, screams

out.

LUKE

No!

He bwgins firing his blaster at Vader but barely hits

anything.

The group rush onto the falcon. It takes off and blows out

of the Death Egg.
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EXT. YAVIN

The falcon lands on Yavin at the secret rebel base.

WILLARD

Leia! And... friends?

LUKE

Hi, we’re rebels now.

WILLARD

Uh-huh.

INT. DEATH EGG - BRIDGE

Vader walks in.

GRAND MOFF TARKIN

I can’t believe you let them get

away while you fought with a crusty

old geezer.

VADER

Don’t worry, I slipped a tracking

device on that ship before they

could leave.

GRAND MOFF TARKIN

Sometimes you surprise even me,

Vader.

VADER

Well, at least I’m gonna be alive

for the next two movies.

GRAND MOFF TARKIN

What?

VADER

Nothing.

INT. YAVIN BASE

Dodonna stands before a large display detailing the attack

plan of the rebels.

DODANNA

So here’s the thing, turns out the

Death Egg has an anus.

(CONTINUED)
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WEDGE

An anus, sir?

DODANNA

Yup, big ol anus. Bigger than a

womp-there-it-is rat.

LUKE

I used to bullseye those.

DODANNA

Strange thing to say in front of

other people. The plan is to get a

torpedo into the anus.

WEDGE

No computer could hit that target,

you’d have to be able to bullseye a

wo-

They all turn and look at Luke.

DODANNA

Alright, creepy farmboy, you’re up.

INT. DEATH EGG - BRIDGE

INTERCOM

The rebel base will be in firing

range in 30 minutes.

Vader approaches some stormtroopers.

VADER

Alright boys, suit up and get to

your tie fighters, those little

suckers are gonna be all over our

anus today.

He walks away.

TROOPER 1

They’re gonna do what to our where?

INT. YAVIN BASE - HANGAR

Luke is suited up and preparing for the battle. Han goes to

say goodbye. R@ is loaded into the x-wing.

(CONTINUED)
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LUKE

So that’s it? You get your reward

and you leave?

HAN

Listen, kid, I’m gonna come back to

save your ass in the last minute, I

just gotta make it look cool.

LUKE

Yeah I guess that would look cool.

EXT. YAVIN

The x-wings begin to take off toward the Death Egg.

EXT. SPACE - DEATH EGG

The x-wings all take formation around the Death Egg.

LUKE

This is red five standing by.

WEDGE

Red seven, standing by.

RED ONE

Red one is good to go.

RED THREE

Red three is ready to munch some

lunch.

RED TWO

Red two, buckle my shoe.

LEIA

Ok guys, we get it.

EXT. DEATH EGG - SURFACE

The fighters make their way to the surface.

RED ONE

Ok, prepare for approach.

Suddenly, three tie fighters take on the x-wing, blowing up

many of them.

(CONTINUED)
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WEDGE

Ahg! They’re all on us Luke! Looks

like you’re going to have to make

the torpedo run!

LUKE

(chanting to himself)

Ok, just like womp rats, just like

womp rats, just like womp rats...

Luke apporaches the trench. The tie fighters are hot on his

tail.

INT. VADER’S TIE

VADER

I’m on the leader.

EXT. DEATH EGG - SURFACE

Luke is nervous.

LUKE

Ahh, he’s on my booty hole!

RED THREE

You gotta get that torpedo in their

booty hole!

INT. VADER’S TIE

VADER

I’ve got you now, and no

disembodied voice is gonna save

you...

EXT. SPACE - DEATH EGG

Like promised, the millenium falcon descends onto the Death

Egg unseen until now, blasting downward.

EXT. DEATH EGG - SURFACE

The tie next to Vader is shot down, causing the other to

tumble into his tie, pushing him out into space then

crashing into a wall.
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INT. VADER’S TIE

VADER

(spinning)

What the fuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuccck?

EXT. DEATH EGG - SURFACE

HAN

(over com)

You’re all clear kid, now let’s

blow this asshole wide open.

LUKE

Heh, gross.

Luke approaches the target, growing more and more uncertain.

LUKE

Uhhh, I don’t know guys, that’s a

pretty small womprat!

A voice

OBI-WAN

(o.s.)

Use the force, Luke. Let go.

LUKE

Ben?

OBI-WAN

(o.s.)

Trust me. I’m a disembodied voice

now.

LUKE

You’re right, I’ve always trusted

ghosts!

Luke switches off his targeting computer and starts grunting

in concentration.

He fires the torpedo, it goes in.

EXT. SPACE

The Death Egg looms over the Yavin moon.

It blows up violently and with force, the x-wings and the

falcon all fly away safely.
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INT. YAVIN THRONE ROOM

The trio of Han, Luke, and Chewie all walk down the aisle as

triumphant music blares.

They are presented with a medal of honor, even Chewie,

beause why not, it’s my world now, not George’s.

Everyone claps, Chewie roars, I can’t believe it but I’ve

written this movie for like the fifth time.

IRIS OUT

CREDITS

INT. VADER’S TIE

The tie fighter has listed off into space, but Vader has

regained control.

VADER

Man, I can’t believe they blew up

my Death Egg. The emporer is gonna

be so pissed.

He clicks through his computer files for a few minutes.

VADER

What did they say that kid’s name

was again? Duke? Lewk?

He scrolls over his files, there in the galactic registry is

a "Luke Skywalker: Tatooine"

VADER

Luke... Skywalker... Tatooine?

He ponders.

VADER

I have a... son?

INT. YAVIN BASE

C3P0, resting, stares into space. Suddenly, his eyes go red.

THE END


